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The Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research is the research and public
service branch o f The University o f Montana’
s School o f Business Administration.
The Bureau is involved in a wide variety o f activities, including econom ic
analysis and forecasting; health care, forest products, and manufacturing industry
research; and survey research. The latest information about these topics is
published regularly in the Bureau’
s award-winning magazine, the Montana
Business Quarterly, which is partially supported by Wells Fargo.
The Bureau’
s Econom ics Montana forecasting system provides public and
private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These state and local
area forecasts are the focus o f the annual series o f Econom ic Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by First Interstate Bank, the
Bureau, and respective Chambers o f Com m erce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and Missoula.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans about their views on a variety o f econom ic
and social issues. The Bureau also conducts contract survey research and offers a random-digit dialing program for survey
organizations in need o f random telephone samples.
The Health Care Industry Research Program examines markets, trends, industry structure, costs, and other high
visibility topics in this important Montana industry.
Research on the forest products industry has long been an important part o f Bureau operations. While emphasis is
placed on Montana’
s industry, the cooperative research with the U.S. Forest Service involves most o f the western states. A
recently-formed research consortium including the Bureau, the Forest Products Department at the University o f Idaho, and
the W ood Materials and Engineering Laboratory at Washington State University addresses forest operations and utilization
problems unique to the Inland Northwest.
The Bureau, in cooperation with Montana Business Connections, recently expanded the scope o f its ongoing w ood
products manufacturing research to include all o f Montana’
s manufacturing industries. Through this program, a
comprehensive statewide electronic information system will be developed.
Bureau personnel continually respond to numerous requests for local, state, and national econom ic data. D on’
t
hesitate to call on Bureau staff members if they can be o f service to you.
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Cover design by Gwen Landquist.
Correction: The artist o f the painting pictured on the autumn Montana Business
Quarterly was Donna Erickson, not Davi Nelson. Davi Nelson’
s art was shown on the
inside pages. See page 28 for some o f Erickson’
s work that will soon go overseas with a
Montana World Trade Center exhibit.

HEALTH CARE

The Uninsured

M ontanas Health Insurance Coverage Rates
are Am ong the Worst in the Nation

,

by Steve Seninger, James T. Sylvester
Daphne Herling, and John Baldridge

M

Figure 1
Insurance Coverage by Type,
Montana, 2003, Cn=2,94ll

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The
University o f Montana'Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on
Health Insurance.
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ontana has always ranked near the bottom in
cross-state and national comparisons o f health
insurance coverage. Current estimates suggest that anywhere
from 14 percent to 19 percent o f Montanans have no health
insurance.
During the winter o f 2003, the Montana Department
o f Health and Human Services and The University of
Montana’
s Bureau o f Business and Economic Research
conducted two surveys designed to help fill major gaps in the
state’
s knowledge o f its uninsured population.
The Montana Household Survey and Montana Employer
Survey were then bolstered by a series o f 30 interviews with
“
key informants”statewide - health care providers, clinic and
hospital administrators, private business people, farmers,
ranchers, insurance executives, and community leaders and
advocates who have contact with Montanans who are either
uninsured or at high risk o f becoming uninsured.
At the time o f the surveys, 19 percent o f Montanans,
or about 173,000 people, were uninsured. Slightly more
than half (51 percent) o f those surveyed had employer-based
health insurance. Individual health insurance policies
covered 9 percent o f the state’
s population. And Medicaid
and the Children’
s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
covered 6 percent, a rate that was lowered somewhat by
counting people who were dual-enrolled in Medicaid and
Medicare.
Finally, 15 percent o f Montanans were insured under
Medicare. Uninsured rates for the non-elderly population
are a more accurate measure o f the health insurance gap in
Montana, since nearly everyone 65 years o f age and older has
health insurance through Medicare (Figure 1).
Montana’
s uninsured rate is higher when the elderly
who are covered by Medicare are taken out o f the sample
and population numbers. Twenty-two percent o f Montana’
s
non-elderly population has no health insurance - public
or private. Employer-based insurance covers 58 percent of
Montanans under age 65, compared to the national rate
o f 67 percent. Individual health insurance coverage is
10 percent in Montana, compared to a national rate of
7 percent. Medicaid and CHIP account for 10 percent of
the state’
s non-elderly health coverage.

HEALTH CARE
Health insurance rates by age show considerable
differences between younger and older Montanans (Figure
2). Thirty-nine percent of young people between 19 and 25
years o f age have no health insurance. Montanans 26 to 49
years of age have an uninsured rate o f 24 percent, while 14
percent o f older residents between 50 and 64 years o f age
have no coverage. Children - ages 18 and younger - have an
uninsured rate o f 17 percent, one o f the highest such rates in
the nation.
Sources o f insurance vary by age. Fifty-seven percent of
children 18 years o f age and under have insurance coverage
through employers, primarily based on their parents’
employment. About 16 percent o f Montana children 18 and
under receive health coverage from Medicaid or CHIR one of
the highest coverage rates o f any age group.
Household income levels are a major determinant of
health coverage. As would be expected, lower-income
households have higher rates o f uninsurance. About 43
percent o f Montanans in households with incomes below the
2002 federal poverty level ($18,100 for a family o f four) have
no health insurance. Alternately, Montanans who live in
households with incomes more than twice the poverty level
have a relatively low uninsured rate o f 13 percent.
A number of uninsured rates show racial, geographic,
and employment variations in health care coverage.
American Indians under age 65 had an uninsured rate o f 38
percent, compared to 20 percent o f non-elderly whites and
other races. Following Census Bureau methods, the Indian
Health Service was not considered a source o f health
insurance since it is not available to all Indians or in all
areas, and its availability and level o f service is contingent on
federal budget decisions.
Montana’
s uninsured rate o f 21 percent in urban areas
was slighdy lower than the 23 percent rate in rural areas.
Uninsured rates varied over different employment
categories. The uninsured rate for self-employed Montanans
was 24 percent, compared to a 19 percent rate for other
workers. Unemployed people had an uninsured rate o f 41

Figure 2
Montana Uninsured Rate by Age, 2003

Source: The Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University o f
Montana'Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on Health Insurance.

percent. Full-time students had a 27 percent uninsured rate,
while disabled and retired people had uninsured rates o f 12
percent.
Montana’
s uninsured, then, are most likely to be:
• white (86 percent o f the uninsured);
• adults over 25 years o f age (67 percent between the
ages o f 26 and 64);
• high school graduates or better (92 percent);
• single or divorced/separated (31 percent +15 percent
for combined 46 percent);
• living in households with incomes more than twice the
federal poverty level (45 percent o f the uninsured);
• self-employed or employed by someone else
(77 percent).

Survey Methodology
The 2003 Montana Household Survey was a stratified
random digit dial telephone survey conducted by the
Survey Research Center at The University of Montana's
Bureau of Business and Economic Research during the
winter of 2003.
One person in each household was randomly selected
as a target for the survey; if the person was a child, then
an adult was asked to respond on their behalf.
In order to fulfill the study goals of gaining better
information on health insurance disparities by race, ethnic
group and region, some geographic areas of the state were
sampled with higher probability than were other areas.
In all, 5,074 interviews were completed. The overall

response rate was 75 percent. The sample size included all age
groups and was much larger than other samples used for
estimating the state's uninsured rate - such as the Census
population survey (of about 1,500 households) or the
Behavioral Risk Factor Survey (3,100 Montana adults)
conducted by the Centers for Disease Control.
The 2003 Montana Business Insurance Survey was also a
stratified random digit dial telephone survey. Also conducted
by the BBER, the survey contacted a representative sample of
539 Montana employers.
Links to these reports are available on the Montana
Department of Public Health and Human Services Web site at
http://www.dphhs.mt.gov.
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Figure 3
Medical Debt as a Percent off
Montana Household Income, 2003

government, hospitality services (motels, casinos,
convenience stores, and gas stations), and other services such
as repair businesses and retail trade.

Insurance Costs and Coverage

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The
University o f Montana'Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on
Health Insurance.

Figure 4
Are Montana’
s Uninsured Forced
Because off Cost or Do They
Choose to be Uninsured?
2003, |n=1,227]

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The
University o f Montana'Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on
Health Insurance.

The majority o f uninsured Montanans are employed. In
the 2003 survey, 24 percent o f the uninsured were selfemployed and 51 percent worked for someone else. (For
uninsured children, these statistics refer to the primary wage
earner in the family.) A high percent o f employed Montanans
who were without insurance were in permanent jobs (84
percent) and were employed by small businesses with 10 or
fewer employees (56 percent). Industries with high numbers
o f uninsured workers included agriculture, construction,

4
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The high cost o f health insurance and health care are
pervasive themes in many o f the responses from the
interviews. Medical debt is one direct impact o f high health
insurance and health care costs. The household survey asked
respondents about their unpaid medical bills during the past
12 months. Uninsured people were more than three times as
likely to have medical debt (21 percent) compared to those
with health insurance (7 percent). Average medical debt was
$2,500 or higher and represented as much as 16 percent of
household income for the uninsured.
Average debt was high for every insurance coverage
category. Montanans with medical debt had, on average,
$2,546 in unpaid medical bills over the past 12 months.
Average debt was slightly less for those with health insurance
($2,506) and increased to $2,700 for uninsured people.
Publicly insured individuals had the highest average medical
debt: $2,828.
Medical debt attributed to out-of-pocket health care was
13 percent o f household income statewide. The debthousehold income ratio dropped to 9 percent for people with
health insurance. The uninsured had medical debt equal to
16 percent o f the household’
s income. Publicly insured
individuals had medical debt representing 25 percent o f their
household income (Figure 3).
Health insurance premium costs can dramatically impact
household budgets. How much choice uninsured persons
have to buy or not buy health insurance coverage is an
important behavioral aspect o f the issue. Some uninsured
people have to choose between spending their income on
health insurance and paying for housing, groceries, and other
basic necessities. However, advocates o f the choice
explanation argue that some uninsured people choose to
spend their money on snowmobiles and other consumer
luxuries rather than on health insurance.
The “
snowmobile”hypothesis o f discretionary choice and
household spending was examined by asking respondents in
the household survey which statement best applied to them:
D o they choose not to buy insurance because they are
healthy and would like to spend their money on other things
that are not absolutely needed? O r must they use all of the
money they have for absolutely necessary things like food,
clothing, and housing instead o f health insurance?
Ninety percent o f the uninsured said their lack of
insurance was either forced or the result o f a lack o f money
after paying for basic life necessities such as food, clothing,
and housing. This response pattern was reinforced by the
comments o f focus group participants who said high
premiums were beyond their monthly income (Figure 4).
The impact o f health insurance costs on household
budgets was explored through several other questions in the
household survey. Montanans were asked if they could afford
a monthly premium - and how much they could afford to

HEALTH CARE
Figure 5
Montana Employers Offering Insurance by
Number of Employees, 2003 In=520]

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, Th e University o f Montana'Missoula,
2003 Household Survey on Health Insurance.

pay. Eighty-one percent indicated that they could afford a
monthly premium, with $96 the amount considered
affordable.

Table 1
Montana Firms Offering Health Insurance,
2003 Kn=520]

Individual Health
Insurance Coverage

Firm Size
No. of Employees

Individual health insurance policies covered 10 percent of
non-elderly Montanans in 2003. Here’
s the breakdown: 57
percent o f those policies covered an entire family, 18 percent
were individual policies, and another 25 percent were
individual policies provided by someone outside the
immediate household.
Nearly all o f the individual insurance policies required a
deductible. Slightly more than 40 percent o f the policies
included prescription drug benefits. About 10 percent had a
dental benefit, and 10 percent reported having a partner who
got their insurance through work.
Premiums varied greatly. The average monthly premium
was $265 for a single individual policy. The average for family
coverage in the individual insurance market was $418.
Average deductibles were $3,283 for a single individual
policy and $3,136 for a family policy.

Employer Survey

Many Montanans get their health insurance through an
employer, so the private employment-based health insurance
system is of key importance in studies o f health insurance
coverage. With health insurance premiums rising at or near
double-digit rates for the past several years, it is important to
monitor the impact that premium increases have on the
availability and affordability o f employer-based coverage.

No Insurance

Certain Employees

All Employees

1to 5
6 to 10
11 to 19

63.0%
47.7%
28.1%

9.4%
15.4%
18.8%

27.5%
36.9%
53.1%

20 to 100
More than 100

20.1%
3.9%

34.4%
47.4%

45.5%
48.7%

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, Th e University o f MontanaMissoula.

With this in mind, the BBER conducted a stratified random
digit dial telephone survey o f 539 Montana employers. The
survey was designed to determine how cost increases have
affected private coverage and what other factors affect
Montana employers’ability to provide health insurance for
their workers.
Firm size by number o f employees was the major
determinant o f job-based health insurance in Montana. Fiftynine percent o f Montana firms with 10 or fewer employees
did not offer health insurance (Figure 5 and Table 1). There
was some difference in insurance-offer rates when the small
firm cutoff of 10 or fewer employees was subdivided. Sixtythree percent o f the firms with five or fewer employees did
not offer insurance, compared to 48 percent o f firms with six
to 10 employees.
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Figure 6
Average Monthly Health Insurance
Premiums, Montana Employers,
2003, tn=218]

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, Th e University o f Montana'
Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on Health Insurance.

The percentage o f firms not offering insurance decreased
to 29 percent for those with 11 to 19 employees, and
continued to drop as firm size increased. More than 95
percent of firms with more than 100 employees offered
health insurance and 100 percent o f very large employers of
500 or more workers offered health insurance.
No matter how large the firm, though, some workers were
not offered insurance. Large firms typically offered insurance
to a higher proportion o f their workforce than did small
firms. O n average, businesses required workers to put in at
least 30 hours per week to qualify for health coverage. The
average waiting period before becoming eligible for the
employer’
s health coverage plan was four months.
Thirty percent o f firms with 10 or fewer employees offered
insurance to all employees, a rate that increased to 53
percent for firms with 11 to 20 employees. The proportion of
firms offering insurance to all employees remained at about
50 percent for firms up through those with more than 100
employees. Even large firms with 500 or more employees did
not extend insurance benefits to all.
Monthly health insurance premiums for employer-based
health insurance include both the employer’
s share and the
employee’
s share. These shares in dollar amounts for
Montana workers and employers were measured by
insurance premiums for the employee only, for employee and
spouse, and for employee and family. Average monthly
premium for employee-only coverage was $35 for the
employee, with the balance o f $295 paid by the employer.
The monthly premium o f $488 for employee and spouse
coverage included an average $92 contribution by the
worker. Family coverage was $597, o f which about 21 percent
- or $122 - was paid by the employee.
The high cost o f premiums were cited as the major reason
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that businesses did not offer or thought other firms did not
offer health insurance (Figure 7). Eighty-one percent o f the
firms responding to this question thought premiums were too
high and prevented businesses from offering insurance. Six
percent thought high turnover was a major reason Montana
firms do not offer health insurance coverage, and another 9
percent thought employees were covered by another plan,
perhaps that o f their spouse or partner, and therefore did not
need insurance.
Montana employers were asked reasons why their eligible
employees did not use the health insurance coverage offered
(Figure 8). Sixty-four percent thought or knew that their
employees were covered by another plan. Five percent said
employees who did not use the firm’
s coverage did not need
insurance. Twenty-eight percent o f the employers responding
to this question cited high premium costs and the
affordability o f insurance as the major reason some workers
did not use the firm’
s health insurance plan.

Employer Views on Costs
and Policy Options

Montana business managers blamed the high cost of
health insurance premiums on the increasing cost o f basic
medical services such as hospital care, prescription drugs, and
physician care. Malpractice insurance costs were another
factor thought to be driving insurance premiums higher.
Better medical technology, higher insurance company profits
and higher health care utilization by consumers were three
factors also cited, although with a lower frequency, by
employers.
Policy options for increasing employer-based insurance
coverage were examined in the employer survey. Firms that
do not offer health insurance (n=302) were asked for their
reaction to the possibility o f tax credits offsetting a portion of
health insurance premiums for workers. They were also
questioned about attitudes and reaction to buy-ins into large,
public health insurance plans like the state employees’plan,
with eligibility confined to low-income employees. In
addition, employers were asked about purchasing pool
policies that would allow small businesses to join together to
purchase insurance at rates similar to those found in large
group plans. More detailed analysis o f policy options will be
conducted by the State Health Access Data Assistance
Center at the University o f Minnesota School o f Public
Health (www.shdac.org).
Employer reactions to tax credits for health insurance
premiums were qualified by credits with a sunset provision
whereby tax credits would be in effect for five years versus an
unlimited time (no sunset). They were offered several
possible responses. Fifteen percent o f the firms not offering
insurance said they would not offer health insurance even if
the tax credit policy option were available. Eighteen percent
said they did not know what their reaction would be to a tax
credit. Nineteen percent said they would offer health
insurance if the tax credit were 40 percent, and another 48
percent said they would offer it at a tax credit rate o f 50
percent or higher.

HEALTH CARE
Figure 7
Why Montana Firms Do Not Offer
Health Insurance Coverage,
2003, In=302]

Figure 8
Montana Employers’Views of Why
Eligible Employees Do Not Use Firm’
s
Health Insurance Coverage,
2003, [n= 347]

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University of
Montana'Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on Health Insurance.

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, Th e University
o f Montana'Missoula, 2003 Household Survey on Health Insurance.

Reactions to the two purchasing pool options were varied.
A small percentage o f firms not offering health insurance
would still not offer insurance under either o f the pool
alternatives. Other responses were conditional on learning
more about the alternatives and on the cost arrangements.
The strongest, unequivocal response o f “
absolute”
participation was for the small business purchasing pool with 40 percent o f the firms indicating they would
participate. Nineteen percent expressed a willingness to
participate via a buy-in to a state employee insurance
program.

tailored to particular groups o f people, taking into
consideration the wide variety o f reasons for being uninsured.
Strategies for reducing the rate o f uninsurance should be
evaluated in terms o f their potential to reach a large number
o f uninsured, as well as their potential to reduce disparities in
uninsurance rates among different population groups.
Montana also faces the challenge o f increasing insurance
coverage in the face o f rapidly rising health care costs.
Private health insurance premiums have been growing at or
near double digit rates, in Montana and nationally.
It is difficult to know how these rapid increases in the
price o f insurance will affect rates o f private health insurance
coverage. Anecdotal evidence suggests that while businesses
were experiencing strong economic growth and low
unemployment, they were reluctant to increase the offer of
health insurance to workers. With a slowdown in the
Montana economy and increased unemployment, there may
be more resistance to employer-based health insurance. If
employers discontinue health insurance benefits or pass on a
higher share o f the premium cost to employees, it is possible
that more Montanans (particularly those with low incomes)
could lose private health insurance coverage. Further
research and monitoring will be needed to determine the
impacts o f rising health care costs and an economic
slowdown on health insurance coverage in Montana. □

Conclusions

Some population groups in Montana experience
significantly higher rates o f uninsurance than the statewide
average, notably young adults, American Indians, and people
with lower incomes.
There are many different reasons why a person may lack
health insurance. Qualitative research conducted through
focus groups and key informant interviews as a complement
to the 2003 Montana Household Survey and the Employer
Survey showed that some o f the main reasons for disparities
in health insurance coverage are cost and affordability to
consumers and to employers. Many small employers were
barely able to afford insurance for themselves and their
families. Differential access to employer-based and private
health coverage was also a major factor in explaining why
some people had health insurance.
Many jobs, especially in small business, were with
employers who either did not offer health insurance to any
workers or to only a select group. Therefore, it is likely that
no single strategy will succeed in reducing uninsurance rates
for all o f the population groups that experience higher rates
than the statewide average. Instead, strategies must be

Steve Seninger is director o f economic analysis and director of
Montana KIDS C O U N T at The University o f Montana Bureau
of Business and Economic Research. James T. Sylvester is the
BBER director o f survey operations. Daphne Herling is director
of development and community relations for the Montana KIDS
C O U N T project and BBER’
s director o f community research.
John Baldridge is the BBER director of survey development.
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TRUST LANDS

Managing Montana’
s
Trust Lands
by Tom Schultz and Tommy Butler

T

wenty-two states manage trust lands, yet those 135
Table 1
million acres receive much less public and academic
Federal Lands vs. State Trust Lands
attention than do public lands under federal management.
Annual
Returns to
Comparatively, federal agencies manage about 642 million
Acres
Revenue Treasuries
acres (National Park Service, 80 million acres; Fish and
(Millions) ($ Millions) ($ Millions)
Wildlife Service, 100 million acres; Forest Service, 192 million
Forest Service
192 • 1,000
465
acres; Bureau of Land Management, 270 million acres).
BLM
270
142
187
Maybe that’
s because o f the differing state and federal
Park Service
80
97
1
mandates. National forest and BLM lands are managed under
Fish & Wildlife Service
90
8
5
State Trusts
135
a multiple-use policy that does not require agencies to turn a
4,500
3,500
profit. But state lands are held in trust for the financial benefit
Source: Souder and Fairfax, 1996.
o f specified state institutions. Constitutionally established land
boards (trustees) are required to manage state resources for the
exclusive monetary benefit o f a specified beneficiary. Given
this profit incentive, state trust lands and their permanent
funds produce about $4.5 billion for the beneficiaries each year
perpetual, lawmakers also originally believed that trust lands
- more than seven times the amount returned to the U.S.
would be sold to provide revenue. So Congress provided little
Treasury by all federal lands combined (Table 1). Between
guidance to states as to how they might, or should, manage
1994 and 1996, 10 Western states generated a combined
their trust lands. The pattern adopted by most states
average o f $5.56 for every $1 spent managing trust lands,
admitted to the Union before 1850 was to sell trust lands and
whereas the Forest Service lost 70 cents and the BLM lost 6
give the money directly to the schools (Souder and Fairfax
cents on every dollar spent managing the national forests and
1996). After 1850, many states retained ownership o f trust
BLM lands (Fretwell 1998).
lands as a stable source o f funding for their educational

What is a Trust?

A trust is a legal device that allows property to be held by
one party for the benefit o f another. Three elements must be
present to have a trust: an expression o f intent that is
enforceable in court, a beneficiary, and a property interest
held for a beneficiary. Along these lines, five general
principles generally guide trust land management: clarity,
undivided loyalty, accountability, enforceability, and
perpetuity. Clarity refers to the goal o f the trust, which
generally refers to the trustees’obligation to manage trust
resources for the monetary benefit o f the beneficiary.
Undivided loyalty means the trustee is forbidden from
diverting trust resources to others. The trustee is also
accountable to the beneficiary and must keep records and
accounts information, and must disclose this information to
the beneficiary. The trust’
s goals are also enforceable because
trust doctrine, defined in British and American common law,
allows the beneficiary or others with an identifiable interest,
to sue to enforce trust terms. Finally, the body or corpus o f
the trust must be preserved.
Although Congress intended state school trusts to be

8
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institutions. Like the federal government since the
enactment o f Federal Land Policy Management Act
(FLPMA), states have experienced a shift in land policy:
from a policy o f selling trust lands to one o f retaining them.

History of the State Trusts

The U.S. Congress established a policy o f granting land for
the support o f schools in new states with the Northwest
Ordinance o f 1785. The original 13 colonies and the next
three states admitted to the Union were not given land
grants because there was no federal land within their borders.
Ohio was the first state admitted to the Union under the
General Land Ordinance o f 1785. In Ohio, section 16 in
each township was granted directly “
to the inhabitants of
such township, for the use o f schools” (Souder and Fairfax
1996:18).
Because some local townships abused their trust
responsibilities, Congress imposed increasingly stringent
requirements and eventually made land grants for the benefit
o f all schools in a state, administered by state governments,
and used only for the financial purposes for which they were
granted. In 1835, Michigan set up a permanent school trust

TRUST LANDS

Table 2
State Land Grants
State

Year of
Statehood

Acres
Granted

Sections
Granted

Acres
Today

Percent
Original

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado

1819
1912
1836
1850
1876

911,627
8,093,156
933,778
5,534,293
3,685,618

15
2,16,32,36
16
16
16,36

0
9,471,000
0
587,000
2,858,000

0
117
0
11
78

Florida
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

1845
1890
1818
1816
1846

975,307
2,963,698
996,320
668,578
1,000,679

16
16,36
16
16
16

0
2,404,000
0
0
0

0
81
0
0
0

Kansas
Louisiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

1861
1812
1837
1858
1817

2,907,520
807,271
1,021,867
2,874,951
824,213

16,36
16
16
16
16

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico

1821
1889
1867
1864
1912

1,221,813
5,198,258
2,730,951
2,061,967
8,711,324

16
16,36
16, 36
16,36
2,16,32,36

0
5,132,000
1,514,000
0
9,217,000

0
99
55
0
106

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota

1889
1803
1907
1859
1889

2,495,396
724,266
2,044,000
3,399,360
2,733,084

16,36
16
13,16,36
16,36
16,36

723,000
0
785,000
1,438,000
821,000

29
0
38
42
30

Texas
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1845
1896
1889
1848
1890

0
5,844,196
2,376,391
982,329
3,472,872

0
2,16,32,36
16,36
16
16,36

810,000
3,739,000
2,812,000
0
3,602,000

64
118
0
104

Source: Souder and Fairfax, 1996.

fund that only distributed interest earned on the permanent
fund to the schools.
In Colorado’
s 1875 Enabling Act, Congress rejected the
idea o f directly granting land to townships for school sites,
and instead insisted that: the trust land be vested in the
state as a trustee; the state establish a permanent fund; and
that the fund be managed for profit. All new states after
Ohio - except Maine, Texas, and West Virginia - received
land grants at statehood (see Table 2). Land grants
originally only included section 16, but were later expanded
to section 36. With the statehood o f Utah in 1896, the
standard was expanded to four sections and states
thereafter received sections 2, 16, 32, and 36 for the
common schools. Additionally, some states were granted
lands “
in lieu o f”sections 16 or 36 when those sections
were already occupied or privately owned. W hen Alaska
was admitted to the Union in 1958, it was given 25 years to
choose 102.5 million acres o f unreserved land and 50 years
to select an additional 800,000 acres o f national forest land

near communities. Hawaii was admitted to the Union in
1959 as an independent constitutional monarchy; thus, its
trust lands are the result o f royal prerogative and bequest.
One o f the first prominent court cases involving trust
lands was Ervien v. United States (1919). Souder and Fairfax
(1996:161) citing the Skamania case noted:
“
In Ervien, the state o f New Mexico used funds obtained
from trust assets to advertise and promote the state o f New
Mexico. The state argued that this advertising had the effect
o f enhancing the prospective prices to be derived from later
sales o f trust assets, and that the program therefore benefited
the trust. The Supreme Court held that this arrangement
violated the state’
s fiduciary duty to the trust, since the funds
benefitted both trust lands and non-trust lands.”
Another landmark case, which defined the principles of
state trust land management, was Lassen v. Arizona Highway
Department (1967). Until 1967, state legislatures and courts
allowed trust lands to be used for non-revenue-generating
purposes, such as highway rights-of-way. That changed when
Montana Business Quarterly/Winter 2003
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TRAVEL MONTANA
Above: Approximately 80 percent of Montana’
s 5.2 million acres of trust land is
classified as grazing land.

the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that such actions violated the
trust mandate. Said the court: “
The Enabling Act
unequivocally demands both that the trust receive the full
value o f any lands transferred from it and that any funds
received be employed only for the purposes for which the
lands were given.”
More recently, in County of Skamania v. State of
Washington (1984), the Washington Supreme Court ruled
that the state legislature had to comply with state trust
duties. In Skamania v. State o f Washington, the Washington
Board o f Education and other plaintiffs
challenged a statute that allowed
timber purchasers to default on
contracts if timber prices
were too low. Citing both
Ervien and Lassen, the
Washington Supreme
Court said the Enabling
Act did not allow trust
revenue or trust assets to be
utilized for non-trust purposes, no
matter how meritorious the programs.
The court also said that a trustee must manage
trust assets prudently and with undivided loyalty to the best
financial interests o f the beneficiary. And no prudent trustee
could find that termination of timber contracts was in the
interest o f the trust. Finally, the court said the state statute
allowing default on timber contracts “
falls far short of the
state’
s constitutionally imposed duty to seek ‘
full value’for
trust assets.”
Additionally, in Montana Department o f State Lands v.
Pettibone (1985), the Montana Supreme Court said three
important principles govern school trust lands: that enabling
acts created trusts similar to a private charitable trust which
the state could not abridge; that enabling acts were to be
10
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strictly construed according to fiduciary principles, and that
enabling acts preempt state laws or constitutions. In holding
that water rights developed on state land should always belong
to the school trust, the Montana Supreme Court adopted the
reasoning o f Skamania v. Washington and boldly proclaimed
that “
any infringement on the use or management
prerogatives o f the state that effectively devalue school lands
is impermissible.”
These cases appear to indicate that a trustee has little
discretion to manage for general benefits outside o f the
beneficiary. However, strict scrutiny of the
Washington and Montana
constitutions has led some to
question for whom trust
lands are to be managed.
The Enabling Act of
|j 1889, under which
I Washington and
| Montana were admitted to
the Union, states: “
That
upon admission o f each o f said
states into the Union, sections
numbered 16 and 36 in every township o f said
proposed states...are hereby granted to said states for the
support o f common schools.”
Even though the Enabling Act o f 1889 specifies that land
grants be managed to support common schools, states may
have slightly different constitutional provisions. In
Washington, and similarly in Montana, the state Constitution
says “
all lands granted lunder the Enabling Act o f 1889] are
held in trust for all the people.”Article X o f the Montana
Constitution states: “
All lands o f the state...granted by
Congress...shall be public lands o f the state. They shall be held
in trust for the people., .for the respective purposes for which
they have been or may be granted.”

TRUST LANDS
Table 3
Revenue Generated for the Trusts and Permanent
Fund Balances In Fiscal Year 2003
Distributable
—Revenue —

Permanent Fund
----- (Non- ■distributable Revenue)-----

2003
Revenue

2003
Revenue

2003 TAC
Expenses

Common Schools
$43,672,110
University of MT
192,587
Montana State University Morrill Grant
347,154
Montana State University Second Grant
836,822
Montana Tech of UM
677,348
State Normal School
562,775
School for the Deaf and Blind
282,040
State Reform School (Pine Hills)
348,803
Veterans’Home
6,759
Public Buildings
771,933

$2,355,861
17,496

$3,669,482
3,538

$381,058,565
1,495,503

85,514

0

2,984,782

768,110
712,025
234,968
168,447

74,467
34,762
61,247
30,578

8,111,574
4,527,556
5,852,146
2,869,965

154,777
0
NA

23,837
0
85,162

2,754,679
16,742
NA

$4,497,1998

$3,983,073

$409,671,512

Trust

Totals

$47,698,331

Current
Balance

Source: Montana Department o f Natural Resources and Conservation, 2003a.

Considerable debate has surfaced recently regarding the
focus and purpose o f the trust mandate. In Ravalli County
Fish & Game v. DSL (1995), the Montana Supreme Court
held that: “
Income is a consideration - not the consideration
regarding school trust lands. Maximizing income is not
paramount to the exclusion o f wildlife or environmental
considerations in the MEPA context.” Regarding this point,
Souder and Fairfax (1996:167) write:
“...hard-edged rules from court cases that seem to
indicate that the trustee has little discretion to manage for
general public benefits; and statutory and constitutional
language in the four key states suggest, at the very least, that
the hard edges are starting to get a little soft. At a minimum,
ample room exists in the available [constitutional] language
to identify a clear tension between the state’
s duty of
undivided loyalty to the beneficiary and its obligations to the
general public o f the state.”
Mortimer (1999: 251-252) disagrees with Souder’
s
assessment when applied to Montana, and states, “
The
argument that state trust land law is built upon a foundation
of sand does not ring true in Montana - Montana courts
(Bickford, Mantle, Pettibone) have independently reached the
conclusion that the school trust lands are assets to be
managed as such.”To date, no Montana case lato has
expressly stated that trust assets may be utilized for non-trust
purposes.
Any doubt that state trust lands must be utilized
the financial support o f the trust beneficiary v a n ish e d ^
1999 when the Montana Supreme Court issued itsMontanans for Responsible Use o f the School
Montana, commonly known as the Montrust case. The court
held that any statute affecting state trust lands must be

“
consistent with the constitutional mandates o f the trust and
the state’
s fiduciary duties as a trustee.”The court also
confirmed that the state’
s management o f trust lands would
be judged by principles applicable to private trusts and
described that duty as follows:
“
When a party undertakes the obligation o f a trustee to
receive money or property for transfer to another, he takes
with it the duty o f undivided loyalty to the beneficiary o f the
trust. The undivided loyalty of a trustee is jealously insisted
on by the courts, which require a standard with a ‘
punctilio
o f an honor the most sensitive.’
A trustee must act with the
utmost good faith towards the beneficiary, and may not act in
his own interest, or in the interest o f a third person.”

Beneficiaries and Revenues

The original common school grant in Montana was for
5,188,000 acres, with an additional 668,720 acres granted for
other endowed institutions. In 2004, Montana’
s trust land

dOLDBERG PROPERTIES INC.
Artist rendering of Lowe's in Kalispell on state land.
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Table 4
Trust Net Revenue by Source
Source

FY2001

FY2002

Agriculture and Grazing
Forest Management
Minerals Management
Special Uses

$13,127,720
$3,531,233
$20,147,435
$982,423

$12,097,023
$4,996,012
$8,745,150
$1,097,211

Total

$37,788,811

$26,935,396

Table 5
FY 2003 Trust Net Revenue/Acre
FY2003
$13,072,974
3,138,699
11,310,736
1,206,388
$28,728,797

Note: Table includes reductions for production costs but does not include reductions
for fund reallocations e.g. Permanent Fund.
Source: Montana Department o f Natural Resources and Conservation, 2003b.

acreage totals more than 5.1 million surface and 6.2 million
mineral acres. Whereas 90 percent o f the trust land surface
ownership is dedicated to the common schools (K-12), nine
other trusts receive revenue from a variety o f land
management activities. Table 3 depicts all o f the trust
beneficiaries and the revenue (including interest earned from
the permanent fund) distributed to them in fiscal 2003. The
revenue represented about 10 percent o f the common
schools’fiscal year 2003 state-funded budget.
Table 4 displays total net revenue by land management
activity. As is evident in the data, the greatest amount o f
revenue is generated from agriculture and grazing, followed
by minerals, timber, and special uses. This makes sense since
grazing lands comprise almost 80 percent o f the 5.2 million
surface acres managed by the Montana Department of
Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC). Agricultural
ground comprises about 11 percent o f the surface acres,
forested acres comprise about 9 percent, with special uses
(cabin sites, residential housing, commercial and industrial
leases) comprising less than 1 percent o f the land base.
Table 5 displays the fiscal year 2003 trust net revenue per
classified acre. The greatest return per acre was generated
from special use activities; yet those acres comprise less than
1 percent o f the total land base. The lowest return per acre
was generated from grazing and those lands comprise almost
80 percent o f the land base. It does not take a certified
financial planner to see that Montana’
s asset portfolio is not
very diversified. That lack o f diversification contributes to
the overall rate o f return (including appreciation) generated
on asset value, which equates to about 3.1 percent annually.
The asset value o f Montana’
s trust lands is valued at
approximately $3.3 billion, which eclipses the $410 million
balance in the permanent fund.

Poised for the Future

As trust managers, the Trust Land Management Division
o f DNRC is first and foremost an asset management
organization. Whereas the division has historically managed
for natural resource extraction, the data supports broadening
those land-use activities to include uses that generate greater

12
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Management
FY03 Net
Percentage of
Revenue/Acre Classified Land B:
Activity
Grazing
Timber
Agriculture
Special Uses

$1.25
$7.00
$14.00

79%
9%
11%

$55.00

<1%

Source: Montana Department o f Natural Resources and
Conservation, 2003b.

revenue per acre. Invariably, that means rearranging the asset
portfolio from one that is overly reliant on grazing and
acquiring or developing lands that have the potential for
commercial, industrial, residential, and conservation leasing
opportunities. This shift has already begun, albeit on a small
scale.
Last Oct. 20, the Montana Board o f Land Commissioners
approved a 50-year lease o f 17.25 acres o f state land near
Kalispell for development o f a commercial retail center,
including a Lowe’
s Home Improvement Store. The lease will
generate $113,000 per year ($6,600 per acre annually) for 20
years, with incremental adjustments for inflation. Previously,
the land was farmed and generated about $12 per acre. In
June 2003, a Hampton Inn opened in Great Falls on state
land; the hotel will generate about $26,000 per year on four
acres.
Now, the DNRC is negotiating a conservation easement
with the Montana Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks for
about $1.5 million - for the development rights on about
3,000 acres on the Blackfoot-Clearwater Wildlife
Management Area. D N RC will continue to manage timber
resources on the game range under a cooperative
management plan. The potential for commercial, residential,
industrial, or conservation leasing will largely be driven by
market forces and D N R C’
s ability to act in a timely and
efficient manner to capture those markets.
In an effort to chart a vision for the future o f trust land
management, D N RC contracted with The University of
Montana’
s Bureau o f Business and Economic Research to
predict changes in population and personal income in
Montana.
By 2025, the Bureau estimates that about 1.16 million
people will live in Montana, most within the Central Land
Office boundary (Great Falls, Helena, Bozeman, Dillon).
Populations in the Northeastern (Lewistown, Glasgow,
Havre) and Eastern (Miles City, Glendive, Forsyth) Land
Office boundaries are projected to decline by 2025.
Populations in and around Billings, Missoula, and Kalispell
also are projected to increase by 2025 (Table 6).
BBER researchers believe the fastest-growing region o f the
state will be northwest Montana (Whitefish, Kalispell,
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liable 6

Montana's Population and Personal Income by DNRC Administrative Units
2025
2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

Helena (Central Land Office)
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

285.947
4356.938
6675.899

299.152
4874.543
7492.185

314.599
5426.837
8315.139

330.854
6031.103
9226.091

347.833
6688.235
10232.15

Lewistown (Northeastern Land Office)
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

79.729
780.9301
1623.32

78.045
841.0773
1778.706

77.427
895.4572
1887.169

77.038
955.1436
2006.997

76.827
1021.024
2139.767

76.759
1093.873
2286.971

M iles City (Eastern Land Office)
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

48.009
614.0316
1005.657

47.284
691.2994
1114331

47.287
749.6756
1195.929

47.434
810.4909
1283.1

47.647
873.7881
1376.428

47.952
939.6587
1476.557

M issoula (Southwestern Land Office)
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

190.216
2823.635
4204.705

201.85
3205.967
4761.363

216.04
3625.74
5428.98

230.708
4079.458
6165.806

245.88
4575.769
6980.874

261.605
5122.715
7883.929

Billings (Southern Land Office)
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

169.039
2806.167
4124.626

177.638
3110.595
4581.462

186.731
3427.488
5059.633

196.342
3775.578
5589.857

206.354
4158.862
6179.485

216.874
4582.348
6837.376

Kalispell (Northwestern Land Office)
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

130.476
1672308
2704.567

142.142
1928.284
3119.867

154.293
2186.427
3554.505

166.84
2462.842
4030.762

179.68
2761.298
4556.282

193.044
3085.053
5138.89

Montana
Total Population (Thousands)
Nonfarm (2000$)
Personal Income (2000$)

903.416
13054.01
20338.77

946.111
14651.77
22847.91

996.377
16311.63
25441.36

1049.216
18114.62
28302.61

1104.221
20078.98
31464.98

1161.837
22223.99
34966.34

365.603
7400.338
11342.61

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, Th e University o f Montana'Missoula.

Bigfork, Poison) at 48 percent, followed by southwest
Montana (Missoula, Hamilton, Anaconda, Lincoln) at 37.5
percent, and central Montana (Shelby, Great Falls, Helena,
Bozeman, Dillon) and southern Montana (Billings, Red
Lodge, Big Timber), both at 28 percent. Statewide, growth is
projected to increase by almost 29 percent between 2000 and
2025 (Table 7). DNRC will eventually utilize a forecast of
Montana’
s total population growth to describe the services
required to support that growth (schools, housing, retail,
professional, industrial, conservation, infrastructure, etc.)
that could occur on state trust lands. As a result, DNRC

intends to increase returns to state trusts, while also
complementing the growth policies o f local communities.
Whereas most o f the public’
s association with state trust
lands revolves around recreational use and hunting, the
mandate for management o f trust lands extends far beyond
recreation or agricultural production. The Montana
Constitution confers to the Board o f Land Commissioners the
authority “
to direct, control, lease, exchange, and sell school
lands and lands which have been or may be granted for the
support and benefit o f the various state educational
institutions, under such regulations and restrictions as may be
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Table 7
Montana’
s Projected Population
Growth Rates 2000-2025
by DNRC Administrative Units

Central Land Office
Northeastern Land Office
Eastern Land Office
Southwestern Land Office
Southern Land Office
Northwestern Land Office
Montana (statewide)

2000
Population

2025
Population

Projected
Growth Rate

286,947
79,729
48,009
190,216
169,039
130,476
903,416

365,603
76,759
47,952
261,605
216,874
193,044
1,161,837

28%
-4%
-0.1%
37.5%
28%
48%
28.6%

projects that maintain open space, recreational opportunities,
and traditional resource management activities.
The landscape and demographics o f Montana are
changing. Increased population brings a greater demand for
services, introduction o f new values, and a longing for the
past. D N RC recognizes these changes and will develop a
thoughtful and responsible vision for managing Montana
state trust lands into the future - both to the advantage o f
trust beneficiaries and the general public. □

Tom Schultz is the administrator for the Trust Land
Management Division o f DNRC. Tommy Butler is D N RC’
s chief
legal counsel for Forestry and Trust Lands.

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University
of Montana'Missoula.
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ENERGY

Distributive Energy
M ontana’
s N ew Frontier
by Brian Gurney, Mary McNally, and Monte Smith

T

he past six years brought dramatic changes
to Montana and its energy resources. The
state moved from a regulated energy environment
into a deregulated system o f power generation
and distribution. Business and residential
consumers went from enjoying some o f the lowest
power rates in the nation to paying the third
highest rates in the Northwest, with more
increases likely.1
Although Montana still boasts an abundance
o f both non-renewable and renewable energy
resources and is still a net exporter o f generated
energy, skyrocketing costs demand
reconsideration o f Montana’
s traditional focus on
extracting and exporting natural resources and
energy with little or no added value. Montana’
s
abundance o f natural resources can no longer
guarantee low energy prices for its citizens. Only
with innovative thinking and new technologies
can consumers again enjoy lower cost, reliable
energy supplies. H

Given its resource base and rural
demographics, Montana is well positioned to
apply distributive generation technologies
utilizing existing sources o f energy. Distributed
generation (or DG) involves modular, selfcontained electric generation located near the
point o f use. A number o f technologies can
(and are) being used in the generation of
distributed energy, including diesel generators,
wind turbines, and fuel cells. Many are
available now and ready for use.
DG systems can be operated as independent,
stand-alone sources o f power, or can be used in
conjunction with established grid power.
Montana can leverage some o f its non
renewable resources in innovative ways to help
bridge the gap until other technologies and
renewables become widely available and
affordable. Distributive energy technologies,
combined with existing natural resources, can
be a major asset during this transition.

MONTE SMITH
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The debate over deregulation will certainly continue, but
it is still an opportune time to think creatively about how the
energy future o f this state could evolve in a different way.
Montana is blessed with vast quantities o f resources,
including fossil fuels. There is considerable potential in terms
o f some renewables - notably wind and solar. And Montana’
s
rural, agriculture-based population, particularly in eastern
Montana, is not easily served by a centralized energy
infrastructure. Priority should be given to meeting the energy
needs o f Montana businesses and residents in an efficient and
cost effective manner. Montanans should be the first to
benefit from native natural resources - not simply in the form
o f severance taxes - but also as a direct source o f energy for
their own needs. This is not yet happening, nor will it, as long
as we continue to think only in terms o f extracting and
exporting energy resources.

Figure 1
Cost Savings by Sample Technologies

Montana's Changing
Energy Landscape

Montana’
s energy landscape changed dramatically when
energy deregulation (Senate Bill 390) passed the Legislature
in 1997. This legislation was written by Montana Power Co.
and introduced and passed at the very end o f the legislative
session, arguably with little understanding o f its implications.
Within a year, MPC began the process o f getting out o f the
energy business. In 2002, the company ceased to exist. The
breakup o f MPC included the sale o f its energy-generating
assets to Pennsylvania Power and Light (PPL) in 1999 and
the sale o f its transmission and distribution infrastructure to
Northwestern Energy, a subsidiary o f Northwestern Corp. of
South Dakota, in 2002.
A number o f temporary conditions were attached to some
o f these transactions. For example, as part o f its acquisition,
PPL agreed to sell power back to MPC at a capped rate during a transition period intended to facilitate the move
toward deregulation. W hen a competitive energy market
failed to develop, Montana’
s Public Service Commission
extended the transition period for another two years, until
2004. In the end, however, both large and small energy
consumers in Montana were faced with buying energy at
market rates - rates that began to soar in 2000.2
Meanwhile, the financial vulnerability o f Northwestern
Corp. became evident. By the beginning o f 2003, the
company’
s stock ratings were downgraded, earnings had to be
restated (to include losses o f nearly $900 million in 2002),
corporate property tax payments were delayed because of
cash flow problems, and a subsidiary defaulted on its five-year
contract to provide energy to cities, counties, and schools at
discount prices.3Northwestern declared bankruptcy in
September 2003.
Uncertainty over energy prices and even the reliability of
energy supplies has dramatically increased for Montana
businesses and citizens.4 For example, the Public Service
Commission recently approved a 35 percent rate increase for
natural gas and 14 percent for electricity, affecting some
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Note: C ost savings are based upon forgone cost to purchase 8,760 kWhs annually at
grid-supplied rates.
Source: Center for Applied Economic Research, MSU-Billings.

450,000 Northwestern customers.5And given the company’
s
precarious financial situation, there is talk about leveraging
the state’
s limited fiscal resources to try and guarantee that
Montanans will have sufficient energy supplies for the winter.

Distributive Energy
Generation

The existing power generation and transmission
infrastructure relies upon large, capital-intensive facilities giant ships in the ocean. And like ships, they’
re hard to stop,
hard to maneuver and vulnerable. For example, coal-fired
plants and the associated transmission and distribution
infrastructure that were built in the 1960s still bum coal by
the unit train load (it’
s hard to stop); the infrastructure is not
conducive to fluctuating demand load changes (it’
s hard to
turn); and it is vulnerable - to unexpected interruptions
(blackouts, terrorist threats). In addition, its generation and
distribution system is not set up to easily integrate electricity
generated from alternative sources.
Distributive energy generation encompasses a broad range
o f technologies that are capable o f producing energy on a
small scale and without the extensive infrastructure typical of
conventional energy distribution systems. Micro-turbines,
fuel cells, gas combustion turbines, and Stirling engines
would all perform extraordinarily well and could potentially
be used as local energy resources. Some o f these technologies
are available literally “
off the shelf.”For example, micro
turbines can be acquired locally and generate up to 75kw of
electricity. In addition, many o f these technologies are
economically competitive.

ENERGY
By way o f illustration we estimated the potential cost
savings using two DG technologies. Our analysis shows a fairly
consistent payback period for micro-turbines and larger gas
combustion turbines o f 2Vi to VA years. The smaller the scale
of the application, the longer the payback period. However,
with micro-turbines, you can readily add combined heat and
power (CHP) which will shorten the payback period. More
exotic distributed generation devices, such as fuel cells, are
not yet attractive in terms o f payback and are usually
subsidized.
An important attribute o f distributed energy is that it can
complement the existing generation and distribution system.
Distributed energy generators are relatively low cost capital
investments that can augment existing electrical supplies to
help meet fluctuations in power demand and supply. With an
appropriate interconnection agreement in place, distributed
generation (DG) can serve as a source o f power for the grid. It
can also buy time for a utility to replace or upgrade
infrastructure. This is important for many rural utilities in
Montana that will have to spend millions of dollars in the
coming years to replace lines and poles that serve relatively
few consumers.
A common thread among many o f the DG technologies is
the utilization of natural gas as a fuel stock. While in other
sections o f the country this means running these units off
purchased, processed natural gas, Montana has the capability
of operating these technologies directly from local natural gas
resources. Research has estimated that a number o f Montana
well sites are capable o f producing methane with upwards of
95 percent purity.6That approaches the characteristics of a
“
laboratory grade”fuel stock. In short, in the right locations,
it could be feasible to install distributive generation units, tap
existing methane reserves, and generate electricity using a
virtually inexhaustible supply o f high-grade fuel. What is the
right location? That is defined, in large part, by the geologic
conditions that control where natural gas forms.
Montana is fortunate to have a considerable amount of
land that has the geologic potential o f offering good locations
for distributive generation technologies. Conventional natural
gas development has been ongoing in central and eastern
Montana for decades. More recently, coal bed methane in the
low-rank coals found in the Powder River Basin in
southeastern Montana is being recognized as an additional
source o f natural gas. Both o f these resources can be
considered candidates for local development for the purpose
of powering distributive generation units.
The town o f Saco, population 229, provides a good
example o f how natural gas resources can be developed in
eastern Montana to fulfill local energy needs before being sold
on the open market. Saco owns seven natural gas wells.
About 20 percent o f the gas is used locally, while the
remainder is sold to outside interests when market prices are
at levels that will insure reasonable profits.7While Saco is
already directly benefiting from local natural gas resources,

additional benefits could be realized if distributive
generation technologies were employed to generate
electricity. DG combined with natural gas reserves offer
Saco and other communities with a similar resource base
and an equally progressive resource development plan, the
means to diversify and profit from their energy resources.
By conventional standards, the volume of coal bed
methane considered recoverable from the Powder River
Basin in Montana is about 860 billion cubic feet.8This will
supply the current U.S. demand of 20 trillion cubic feet per
year for about 16 days and represents less than 3 percent of
the technically recoverable coal bed methane available in
the entire basin. Therefore, in spite o f considerable rhetoric
surrounding the planned extraction o f this resource in
Montana, there is actually only a relatively small volume of
coal bed methane, and economic benefits o f conventional
development methods to Montana are likely to be
considerably less than many estimates.9
Rather than adopting a traditional development mode
with coal bed methane, distributive generation offers an
alternative. In essence, it can use the methane in place to
generate electricity. This could reduce many o f the
concerns about
traditional methane
extraction
practices,
particularly in
relation to
produced water,
and it could help
maximize the life
o f the coal bed
methane field as
it extracts the
resource at slower
rates. DG could
position Montana as a
leader in the application
CAPSTONE MICROTURBINES
of these new technologies
Methane-fired microturbine
and promote a more sustainable
approach to development. It could also directly benefit
regional residents and businesses.
Perhaps the most unconventional, yet interesting,
implication of this approach to coal bed methane
development is the idea of sustainability. Coal bed methane
in the Powder River Basin is the result of microbial
(biogenic) processes; many believe that ongoing biogenic
methane generation may contribute in real time to
commercial gas production.10While the relationship between
microbes, coal, groundwater and methane is complex and
the knowledge in this area is small, there is a real possibility
that the biogenic nature o f coal bed methane in the Powder
River Basin makes it a potentially sustainable resource if
developed appropriately.
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NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB
Solar collector and inverter.

Distributive Energy
Technologies: Montana
Applications

In the next five years, two emerging distributive energy
technologies are worth watching. O ne has significant,
immediate potential in Montana, while the other will likely
take longer to become feasible. The former is the Stirling
Cycle engine; the latter is fuel cells.
Stirling Cycle engines are designed around external
combustion, as opposed to the traditional internal
combustion engine. Researchers know the engine can
operate a minimum o f 10,000 hours with minimal
maintenance, and it boasts a 31 percent net electrical
efficiency. That compares with a typical centralized power
generator, which might realize 20 percent net electrical
efficiency before transmission and distribution losses. Stirling
generators also meet the 2003 California Air Resources
Board regulations for N O x emissions, one o f the toughest air
quality standards in the nation. At least one company, STM
Power o f Ann Arbor, Mich., is field-testing a 55KW model
around the country. So the technology is here. Montana
would be an ideal place to further field-test this generator,
especially because o f the quantity and quality o f our methane
reserves.
Fuel cells are also, clearly, a technology to watch. The
federal government is investing billions o f dollars in this
technology with the hope that technical and economic
obstacles can be overcome. The largest thrust o f funding is in
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transportation applications, but there is significant interest in
the use o f fuel cells as stationary power generators. Newer
fuel cell technologies are emerging, such as direct methanol
and solid oxide, which hold great potential from both
technical and economic perspectives. While there are
challenges to overcome in bringing fuel cells to market, it is
in Montana’
s interest to continue to bring this technology to
the state for “
real life”applications. In fact, some companies
are interested in field-testing fuel cells here, in part because
o f the high quality o f the undeveloped methane reserves.11
In sum, Montana has the opportunity to look forward and
establish itself as a significant participant in the application o f
fuel cell technologies in the area o f stationary generation o f
electricity. O r we can continue to look back and think about
business —and methane development - as usual. In the spirit
o f looking ahead, in the next 24 months, Montana will host
fuel cell demonstration sites in Bozeman, Billings, and Miles
City.
There are many examples o f distributed generation
technologies being used to generate power and save money.12
O ne regional example is Magnesium Corporation o f America
(Magcorp). Located 65 miles from Salt Lake City, it is the
world’
s third largest supplier o f magnesium and the only
production plant in the United States. It uses 24MW o f gas
turbine power for plant operations, and captures and uses the
waste heat. Energy costs for this firm are 40 percent of
production costs; the new system will save $10,724,763 a
year.13Consider the savings if the cost o f the fuel stock was
cut by 95 percent.
In the long term, Montana is also well positioned to take
advantage o f renewable energy resources. The state generates
a small percentage o f its electricity from renewables (total
installed renewable capacity o f 16 MW), but has tremendous
potential for future wind, solar, and even biomass
development. According to one estimate, eastern Montana
has some key locations for large-scale wind installations close
to the transmission grid, and wind alone could provide
enough power for the entire state more than 70 times over.14
Clearly, wind, geothermal, and/or solar energy sources
could play a larger role in Montana’
s energy future as
technologies evolve and become more feasible. Meanwhile,
existing non-renewable (or less renewable) resources can be
leveraged more effectively through distributive technologies
to provide a bridge to the future.

Into A New Era

For better or worse, Montana has entered a new era of
energy generation and distribution. In the long term, it is
likely that alternative energy resources, including solar,
geothermal, and wind, will be developed to augment energy
supplies. In the short term, however, the state is faced with
increased uncertainty and rising costs. The energy crisis
offers an opportunity —indeed, an imperative —to look
forward and think creatively about our energy future. There
are exciting ideas to consider, notably in the area of
distributive energy generation.

ENERGY
Montana has a unique combination o f characteristics that
make it well suited for distributive energy field tests. First, it
has an abundance o f potentially high-quality fuel stock natural gas - to power these technologies. Montana’
s reserves
of natural gas (coal bed methane and other sources) are not
as extensive as those found in other regions, notably the
Wyoming portion o f the Powder River Basin. But they are
more than sufficient for running distributive energy
technologies in a long-term, sustainable manner. In addition,
Montana’
s rural landscape lends itself to developing and
utilizing this resource in place to make electricity more
accessible and affordable for rural communities and
businesses.
Montana residents could directly benefit from this
development, while excess power could still be available for
the wider market. And the state would be developing
expertise, businesses, and experience in a niche market that
has huge potential in other regions - particularly in emerging
economies. What this scenario requires is a different way of
thinking. It means overcoming the status quo, the tendency
to look back at how things have been done in the past.
Many states around the nation are attempting to spur
integration o f distributive energy as part o f their energy
portfolio. Tax incentives, rebates for certain technologies,
lower rate schedules for natural gas used to fuel such devices
and direct subsidies are all being employed in other states.
Montana consumers and public officials have to demonstrate
an interest in working with utilities and the Public Service
Commission to realize the benefits that distributive energy
has to offer and to make it happen. In other words, it will
require political will and investment. It will also involve
extensive public education to increase awareness about these
technologies, their reliability, and the important niche they
can fill in our new energy environment.
Is Montana’
s current energy situation a crisis or an
opportunity? As with most complex issues, the answer is
probably both. Skyrocketing energy costs are unacceptable
for a state as energy-rich as Montana. Technological
developments together with an abundance o f natural
resources provide Montana with a chance to look forward
and develop a conscious strategy for how to proceed in
utilizing its energy resources. Exciting, viable technologies are
available to help Montanans improve their energy and
economic outlook. It is up to us to take advantage o f the
opportunity. □
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Risky Business?
Internet Opens N ew Markets
but Creates N ew Legal Risks
by Jerry L. Fumiss, Cameron Lawrence, Jack K. Morton, and Jeffrey P Shay

F

or 40 years, Uncle Henry was legendary among family
and friends for the buffalo summer sausage he made
and marketed in his rural Montana hometown. Then one
summer, his nephew came home from college, a degree in
business in one hand and a laptop computer in the other.
“
What you need, Uncle Henry, is a Web site,”the nephew
said, whereupon he launched Henry’
s buffalo sausage into
cyberspace.
Neither uncle nor nephew realized, however, the potential
- and significant - legal risks associated with the worldwide,
Internet-based marketing o f Henry’
s homegrown business.
Few small business people do. In fact, all firms - large and
small - using the Internet face new legal risks that are not yet
fully developed or understood. This much we do know: By
marketing his summer sausage over the Internet, Uncle
Henry unwittingly exposed himself to a multitude o f potential
lawsuits in virtually every jurisdiction in the world.
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The past 30 years brought a rapid globalization o f the
world’
s economy, first for large multi-national corporations,
most recently for smaller companies with fewer resources. In
the past 10 years, businesses o f all sizes developed an
Internet presence and began selling their wares throughout
the world.
The Internet makes information available to anyone who
has access to a capable computer. According to one recent
study, 171 million people around the world have access to the
Internet. What a market! Cyberspace has greatly expanded
the sales potential o f all manner of businesses - from made-inMontana huckleberry hand lotion to buffalo sausage and
beyond. By displaying its products on a Web page, a business
has access to more o f the world’
s population than it could ever
hope to reach via conventional marketing methods.
But what are the risks o f conducting business over the
Internet?

RISKY BUSINESS?

Cyberlaw

At the American Business Law Association’
s annual
meeting in 2000, more than half o f the presentations focused
on cyberlaw. The Internet, while opening the world’
s markets
to virtually every business, has also broadened the risk of
doing business. The damage can be instantaneous - and can
be felt in more than one country. O ne day, Uncle Henry
knew the names and addresses o f all his customers - had
known them for years. The next day, he knew neither the
names and addresses nor the legal protections afforded his
potential customers in hundreds o f countries worldwide.
“
Going international”presents a business with liability
exposure that could far exceed the value o f doing business in
the global marketplace.
Every country has the right to enforce its own laws —the
rules and regulations that both citizens and visitors must
follow. But what happens in cyberspace, when an act is illegal
in one country and legal in another? Consider the French
Yahoo! case: W hen the Internet search engine Yahoo!
opened its operation in France four years ago, company
officials hired French attorneys to research the legality of
certain items to be offered on its auction sites. As a result,
the French Yahoo! site offered different items than did the
American Yahoo! site, most notably Nazi memorabilia which is illegal to sell or own in France.
That precaution was not sufficient, though, as French
Internet users were still able to access the American auctions
of Nazi artifacts. So the French government took Yahoo! to
court and fined the American-based company for every day
the Nazi auction was accessible to French Internet users.
Attorneys for the American-based Yahoo Inc., though,
claimed - and continue to claim - that French laws bump up
against the U.S. Constitution’
s First Amendment guarantees.
To require the removal o f Nazi memorabilia from the U.S.based Web site would violate this country’
s free speech
provisos. The case continues to be argued, both in France
and in the United States.
The U.S.-based Internet company CompuServe took a
different approach in 1995, when it blocked access to 200
chat rooms, fearing that German obscenity laws would be
violated. While the move resolved a potential problem in one
country, it created a problem and angered citizens in many
other countries. CompuServe did not have the software to
block only its 220,000 German subscribers from the suspect
chat rooms. Instead, it had to block access by all 4 million
CompuServe subscribers in 147 countries.

R is k s

For small businesses based in relatively rural and remote
states like Montana, the risk o f e-commerce may seem
daunting. How could the owner o f a little Montana business
know what items are illegal to sell in France or Saudi Arabia
or Germany? Can you imagine the millions o f dollars it would
take to research every country where you might do business
over the Internet?
O f course, if the product or products in question are
relatively mundane, you likely won’
t violate another

BBER

country’
s laws by doing business over the Internet. But what
if a customer is unhappy with the merchandise or is injured
by a product? Then a Montana business owner could find
himself in court in another country —or in this country,
defending himself against a foreign judgment.
If a business owner has assets in another country - a bank
account in London, for example, or a warehouse in Germany
- the risk becomes greater. Now a foreign court could
potentially seize those assets. In fact, 15 European Union
countries are considering an agreement under which they
would enforce the legal judgments o f other EU countries. So
a Montana business could lose a legal challenge in France
and have its bank account in London seized by French
authorities. The same could be true for companies that have
some or all o f their products manufactured in foreign
countries. Those goods - those assets - could be seized to
satisfy a foreign legal judgment.
Can’
t a company simply choose not to do business with
certain countries? Not really. There is no reliable software that
screens out other countries, or consumers in other countries,
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from using a specific Web site.
It may be possible to prohibit
over-the-Intemet orders from
associated with
certain countries. But it is
e~commerce are
simply not possible to selec
tively screen out viewers, and
just beginning
in some countries, even
to surface.
permitting citizens to see
certain items is illegal. Even
promotional materials could be
considered illegal in some parts o f the world.
So there is no way for a small business - in Montana or
any other state - to totally protect itself from legal challenges
stemming from Internet sales. It’
s a risk o f doing business over
the World Wide Web. Business people can cut down on that
risk by choosing not to do business with certain countries. Or,
if a particular country accounted for significant sales, a
business owner interested in holding onto that expanded
customer base could pay for the legal research needed to
safely proceed with product marketing and sales.
And don’
t forget the risks associated with trade across
state borders within the United States. Even when the
Internet is not involved, jurisdictional disputes are complex.
In the United States, the “
Long Arm”statute o f one state can
be used to hold an individual in another state liable. So if you
are a hot tub manufacturer in Montana and sell your product
in Florida via the Web, you have potentially exposed yourself
to a lawsuit filed in Florida. And if the suit is successful,
Florida courts can com e to Montana to enforce that judg
ment.
U.S. case law does, however, make a distinction between
“
active”and “
passive”Web sites. At least in the United States,
passive Web sites are less likely to be subject to the jurisdiction
o f courts in other states. Typically, the more active a Web site
is, the more responsibility the host company assumes.
Let’
s look at the case o f Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo
D ot Com: Zippo Manufacturing sued the same-named dot
com. But Zippo D ot C om claimed the Pennsylvania court did
not have jurisdiction over its California-based company.
Dismiss the lawsuit for lack o f jurisdiction, the dot-com said.
Wrong, came the court’
s reply. Jurisdiction is not a restraint
when almost 3,000 individuals and seven Internet access
providers associated with Zippo D ot C om are located in the
state o f Pennsylvania. The Web site, the court contended,
was “
active”and had “
sufficient contacts”in Pennsylvania to
subject its owners to legal challenges in that state.
Historically, a defendant had to be physically present in a
state before they could be sued there. Now, if a defendant has
“
minimum contact in a state,”then there is personal jurisdic
tion. And an active Web site satisfies the test for minimum
contact by providing consumers with a way to order goods, a
way to receive goods and even a way to interact with the
company. A passive Web site, however, does not usually
constitute minimum contact. There is no attempt to sell a
product, for example, and no way for consumers to contact
the business. The Web site is “
information only.”
Foreign courts, o f course, don’
t have to apply this country’
s

The legal issues
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passive-active Web site standard. In the international arena,
the standard can be different from country to country. For
example, the French could say anytime you have a Web site
accessible by Internet customers in our country, we’
ll
entertain cases against you. U.S.-based companies can still
insist that a foreign court bring its judgment to this country
for enforcement. And, at least so far, the United States has
insisted on enforcing its own constitutional protections when
faced with a foreign court’
s judgment.

Protecting Your Business

So what should a small, Montana-based company d o to
protect itself in the new global Web-based marketplace? Be
aware, for starters. The legal issues associated with
e-commerce are just beginning to surface. O ne approach
might be for businesses to enter into private contractual
agreements with other international businesses - foreign
companies that could take care o f marketing and sales in
their own country.
Another approach might be to place restrictions on
transactions with citizens o f specific countries. Drug compa
nies, for example, might want to use this type o f approach. By
eliminating all business transactions with any country where
a particular drug is banned, the company would minimize its
liability. This strategy, o f course, requires a Web-hosting
company to understand the laws o f each country where its
Web site will be accessible.
Nationally and internationally, it may be necessary to
develop a new public law framework for addressing at least
some o f the aspects o f e-commerce. Already, the Hague
Convention on Private International Law sponsored a
discussion o f legal jurisdiction and e-commerce. The U.S.
government does not yet recognize foreign judgments in this
country, and doesn’
t appear inclined to change that stance.
Presently, the government lets each state decide on the
enforcement o f foreign judgments, and states differ widely on
their approach. But pressure from other countries is building
for the United States to federalize recognition o f such
judgments.
Small businesses might consider not doing business with
certain countries, especially if they are concerned about legal
issues. Each business has to decide for itself: In which
countries should we spend money and time doing the legal
research necessary to safely conduct business? If most o f a
company’
s business is with England, where the laws are
similar to those o f the United States, they’
re probably on
solid footing. In other countries, the rules are more compli
cated and differ greatly from U.S. law. More than anything,
business people - Uncle Henry included —need to be aware
that the world not only became a larger, more accessible
marketplace with the advent o f e-commerce, it became a
larger, more accessible courtroom as well.O
Jerry L. Fumiss and Jack K. Morton are professors in UM’
s
School o f Business Administration. Jeffrey P Shay is an assistant
professor, and Cameron Lawrence is an assistant visiting professor
in UM’
s School o f Business Administration.
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Moving In or Moving Out?
Migration Patterns Vary by Age and Region
by Douglas J. Young and Lucanus Martin

E

very parent o f a Montana high school or college
student knows this statistic to be true: Young people
between the ages o f 20 and 29 are leaving the state in
significant numbers.
The 2000 Census provided the proof. During the 1990s,
about 10,000 more people age 20-29 left Montana than
moved into the state. It was, in fact, the only age group that
showed a loss in population during a decade otherwise
notable for its growth. The loss amounted to about 8 percent
of Montana’
s population age 10-19 in 1990.
And in eastern and northern Montana, the loss was even
more pronounced. About 20,000 young people (again, in the
20-29 age group) left those regions during the decade.
Interestingly, though, the age group with the largest
population increase —about 30,000 people - was that
between the ages o f 30 and 49. And they brought their
children with them as well. Migration increased the number
o f Montanans age 10-19 by about 15,000 during the 1990s.
So maybe the state’
s young people - those out-migrating
20-somethings - only move away for a while, then return
after getting a taste o f “
the rest o f the world.”Research by
Von Reichert and Sylvester (MBQ, Winter 1997) showed
that about 60 percent o f the people moving to Montana have
some sort o f tie to the state. Either they lived here once
before or have relatives in the state.
This much is certain: Migration had dramatic effects on
Montana during the 1990s, affecting the total population, its
distribution among counties, and its composition by age.
Figure 1 displays net migration by age group in 2000. Net
migration is the number o f people who moved to Montana
minus the number o f people who moved away.
Two features stand out. First, overall net migration was
positive: Some 55,000 more people moved into Montana
than moved out-of-state during the 1990s. Net migration
accounted for slightly more than half o f Montana’
s total
population gain o f 103,000 during the decade. The rest o f the
gain came from a natural increase: More people were bom
than died.
The most dramatic differences in migration were by
region. As Figure 2 shows, about 75,000 more people moved
into the western and southern regions o f Montana than
moved away during the 1990s. Western and southern
Montana covers the counties to the west o f the Rocky
Mountain crest, plus the southern tier east to Yellowstone
County.

Figure 1
Net Migration to Montana
1990-2000
Persons
20,000 _

Age in 2000
Source: Bureau o f the Census, U.S. Department o f Commerce.

Figure 2
Net Migration to Western/Southern Montana
Persons

10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79
Age in 2000
Source: Bureau o f the Census, U.S. Department o f Commerce.

The counties o f western and southern Montana, listed in
order of population change between 1990 and 2000 are:
Gallatin, Missoula, Yellowstone, Flathead, Ravalli, Lewis and
Clark, Lake, Jefferson, Stillwater, Sanders, Carbon, Lincoln,
Park, Broadwater, Madison, Beaverhead, Silver Bow, Mineral,
Powell, Sweet Grass, Granite, and Deer Lodge.
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Figure 3
Net Migration to Eastern/
Northern Montana

Source: Bureau o f the Census, U.S. Department o f Commerce.

In western and southern Montana, net migration was
positive for every age group, with migrants age 30-49 and
their children providing the largest population increase. But
even people age 50 and older were more likely to move into
western and southern Montana than to leave.
Movement to this region was the result o f several factors.
First, all o f the state’
s major trade centers (except Great
Falls) are located in western and southern Montana.
Wholesale and retail trade, business, health, and other
services have been among the fastest-growing sectors o f the
economy, and they are concentrated in the trade centers.
Second, some businesses in non-traditional industries were
created or expanded. These included manufacturing of
various types, including some high-tech firms. Third,
Stillwater and Sweet Grass counties in the south experienced
substantial growth in connection with mining developments
in the area. Finally, some people apparently moved to
western and southern Montana as a retirement destination,
as evidenced by the over-50 influx.
The picture was not so rosy in eastern and northern
Montana. As Figure 3 shows, about 20,000 more people
moved out o f those regions as moved in during the 1990s.
And almost all o f the population loss was in the 20-29 age
group. Out-migration amounted to 43 percent o f this group’
s
1990 population.
One reason for young people to move is to attend college,
and most o f Montana’
s students are enrolled in the western
and southern regions o f the state. And although some of
these young people return home after completing school,
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Figure 4
Net Migration to Montana
1985-1990

Source: Bureau o f the Census, U.S. Department o f Commerce.

others stay on in the growing areas o f the state or leave
Montana entirely. Indeed, out-migration among 25-29 year
olds was actually greater than among 20-24 year olds during
the past decade.
In the state as a whole, migration trends differed
dramatically during the 1990s than in the previous five years.
With the end o f the “
energy crisis”in the mid-1980s, and
with agriculture experiencing a severe drought in 1988 and
employment in Montana’
s traditional mining and wood
products industries on the decline, almost 50,000 more
people left the state than moved here (Figure 4).
Then came the 1990s, and Montana’
s population began to
increase. The largest flow o f migrants into Montana occurred
in the first half o f the decade when the nation - and
California in particular - struggled to recover from the
recession. More recently, the in-flow has slowed. Indeed, the
latest estimates from the Census Bureau indicate that from
April 2000 to July 2001, people continued to move into
Flathead, Gallatin, and Ravalli counties in substantial
numbers, but the state as a whole experienced net out
migration. It is not certain, then, whether the migration to
Montana will continue as we move through the first decade
o f the new millennium. (MBQ, Summer 2002).□
Douglas J. Young is a professor o f economics at Montana State
University-Bozeman. Lucanus Martin was a graduate student at
MSI)'Bozeman and is currently volunteering with the Peace
Corps in Morocco.
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“
Tethered”by Montana artist Donna Erickson is part o f a series, which includes a set o f four
images of one horse. “
The series composes a visual metaphor about time, movement, freedom,
resistance, longing, strength, mutability, possibility,”Erickson says. “
O ne o f the possibilities in
interaction between humans and horses is further discovery of our own humanity.”
Erickson’
s series will be part o f an art exhibit at the Te Manawa Art Center in Palmerston North,
New Zealand at the end o f March. The exhibit will launch the Montana World Trade Center’
s trade
mission to New Zealand and Australia. M W TC has been successful combining art and business, resulting
in $2.5 million in sales for western businesses and artists (see the autumn 2003 issue o f the MBQ).
Geoff Sutton, curator and M W TC consultant, says the show includes the work of 28 Montanans;
17 o f the artists are Native Americans, representing all seven o f the state’
s reservations.
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